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Abstra t
We propose a new formulation of dependen y
grammar and develop a orresponding axiomatization of synta ti well-formedness with a
natural reading as a on urrent onstraint program. We demonstrate the expressivity and
e e tiveness of set onstraints, and des ribe a
treatment of ambiguity with wide appli ability. Further, we provide a onstraint programming a ount of dependent disjun tions that is
both simple and eÆ ient and additionally provides the bene ts of onstru tive disjun tions.
Our approa h was implemented in Oz and yields
parsers with very good performan e for our urrently middle s ale grammars. Constraint propagation an be observed to be remarkably e e tive in pruning the sear h spa e.
1 Introdu tion
Modern linguisti theories su h as hpsg (Pollard and Sag, 1987) and lfg (Kaplan and
Bresnan, 1982) are primarily on erned with
the formulation of general stru tural prin iples
that determine synta ti ally well-formed entities, typi ally represented as hierar hi al, possibly typed, feature stru tures. While feature
stru tures are appealing for their perspi uity
and are easily supported by languages with uniation, they have the disadvantage that the
resulting grammati al formalisms are hard to
parse for both theoreti al and pra ti al reasons, even be oming unde idable in the worst
ase (Kaplan and Bresnan, 1982). These difulties are magni ed in languages like German where free word order and dis ontinuous
onstituents ompli ate the formal a ount and
handi ap parsing te hniques relying on surfa e
order.
While mu h resear h was devoted to the ompilation of grammati al frameworks based on

typed feature stru tures and on the ompa t
representation and eÆ ient pro essing of disjun tive feature stru tures, re ent advan es in
onstraint te hnology have re eived rather less
attention in the omputational linguisti s (CL)
ommunity than they deserve, and their relevan e has gone largely unnoti ed. Con urrent onstraint programming provides today far
greater expressivity and eÆ ien y than is ommonly assumed.
In parti ular, set onstraints are emerging as
an espe ially elegant and omputationally e e tive tool for appli ations in CL. In an earlier paper (Du hier and Gardent, 1999), we des ribed
how they ould serve to eÆ iently solve dominan e onstraints and nd minimal models of
tree des riptions. We propose here to show their
appli ation to parsing.
In this paper, we are going to demonstrate
how, with the help of state-of-the-art onstraint
programming, an elegant and on ise axiomati
spe i ation of synta ti well-formedness beomes naturally an eÆ ient program. In so doing, we develop a treatment of ambiguity with
fairly general appli ability. In parti ular, we
provide a onstraint-based a ount of dependent disjun tions (Maxwell and Kaplan, 1989;
Dorre and Eisele, 1990; Gerdemann, 1991; Grifth, 1990) that naturally supports onstru tive
disjun tion semanti s (lifting of ommon information).
Our approa h stands in sharp ontrast to
most extant parsing te hniques. We abandon
the generative view; we no longer build partial
parses by ombination of smaller ones, as is the
ase in e.g. hart parsing. Rather, we give a
global well-formedness ondition and pro eed to
enumerate its models.
We hoose dependen y grammar (DG) as
our framework and axiomatize the notion of

a synta ti ally well-formed dependen y tree in
a manner that is parti ularly well-suited to
onstraint-based pro essing: we propose to regard dependen y parsing as a nite on guration problem that an be formulated as a onstraint satisfa tion problem (CSP).
This view takes advantage of the fa t that for
a senten e of length n, there are nitely many
possible trees involving just n nodes. Out of
this large number, we must sele t those that are
grammati al. We do not attempt this through
explorative generation, but rather via model
elimination. What onstraint programming affords us is e e tive model elimination through
onstraint propagation.
Maruyama (1990) was the rst to propose a
omplete treatment of dependen y grammar as
a CSP and des ribed parsing as a pro ess of inremental disambiguation. Harper (Harper et
al., 1999) ontinues this line of resear h and
has proposed several algorithmi improvements
within the MUSE CSP framework (Helzerman
and Harper, 1993). Menzel (Menzel, 1998; Heine ke et al., 1998; Menzel and S hroder, 1998)
advo ates the use of soft \graded" onstraints
for robustness e.g. in parsing spoken language.
His proposal turns parsing into a more expensive optimization problem, but adapts gra efully to onstraint violations.
Our presentation has the advantage over
Maruyama's that it follows modern linguisti
pra ti e: the grammar is spe i ed by a lexion and a olle tion of prin iples. Further, we
illustrate the expressiveness of set onstraints
and sele tion onstraints, and demonstrate how
they an provide ompa t and elegant en odings
of various forms of ambiguity su h as lexi al or
atta hment ambiguity. Finally, our axiomatization of dependen y parsing has the property
that, modulo details of syntax, it an also be regarded as a program in a on urrent onstraint
programming language su h as Oz (Smolka,
1995). Several parsers were implemented in Oz
as des ribed and provide ex ellent performan e,
without any sort of optimization.
Consider the senten e1 below whi h illusJoa him Niehren suggests the following senten e,
whi h exhibits the same stru ture but sounds more onvin ing to the German ear: \Genau diese Flas he Wein
1

hat mir mein Kommissionn
ar verspro hen auf der Auktion zu ersteigern."

trates the sort of non-proje tive analysis with
fronting, s rambling and extraposition that is
typi al of German senten es.
das Bu h hat

mir

Peter verspro hen zu lesen

the book has me (dat) Peter

promised

to read

(1)

Sin e both \das Bu h" and \Peter" an be indifferently assigned nominative or a usative ase,
either one may be subje t of \hat" while the
other is a usative obje t of \lesen." There are
thus two readings.
(Fig 1) demonstrates the e e tiveness of onstraint propagation: the two readings are enumerated in approximately 190ms using a single
hoi e point.2 A graphi al representation of the
preferred reading is shown in the upper window,
while the sear h tree is displayed in the lower
window.

Figure 1: Parser Demo
In our approa h, onstraint propagation alone
onstru ts the dependen y tree. Sear h is only
needed to explore alternatives that annot be
ruled out by onstraint propagation. In pra ti e, we observe that sear h is required to enumerate readings, but very rarely leads to failure
where e.g. ba ktra king is required.
Se tion 2 introdu es the formal framework;
Se tion 3 presents the novel onstraint programming ideas su h as set and sele tion onstraints;
We expe t better performan e when e.g. the sele tion onstraint is given low-level builtin support. It is
urrently implemented in Oz itself.
2

and in Se tion 4 we axiomatize a onstraint
model for synta ti well-formedness in DG and
turn the problem into a CSP.
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We write attribute a ess in fun tional notation.
If e is a lexi al entry: string(e) is the full form of
the orresponding word, at(e) is the ategory,
agr(e) the agreement, and roles(e) the valen y
expressed as a set of omplement roles.
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In our formal setting, a dependen y grammar G
is a 7-tuple
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Dependen y Grammar

where Words is a nite set of strings notating the fully in e ted forms of words, Cats is
a nite set of ategories su h as n for noun,
det for determiner, or vfin for nite verb,
Agrs is a nite set of agreement tuples su h
as hmas sing 3 nomi, Comps is a nite set
of omplement role types su h as subje t or
np dat for dative noun phrase, Mods is a nite
set of modi er role types, su h as adj for adje tives, disjoint from Comps. We write Roles =
Comps ℄ Mods for the set of all role types; they
will serve to label the edges of a dependen y
tree. Lexi on is a nite set of lexi al entries
(see below), and Rules is a family of binary
predi ates, indexed by role labels, expressing loal grammati al prin iples: for ea h  2 Roles,
there is  2 Rules su h that  (w1 ; w2 ) hara terizes the grammati al admissibility of an edge
labeled  from mother w1 to daughter w2 .
A lexi al entry is an attribute value matrix
(AVM) with signature:

np a

1

2 Formal Framework
We now present our notion of a dependen y
grammar and of dependen y trees. The formulation below ignores issues of word order as they
are beyond the s ope of this arti le. However,
the full treatment in ludes ideas derived from
Reape's word order domains (Reape, 1994) as
well as from the theory of topologi al elds in
German senten es.
2.1
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Figure 2: Example Dependen y Tree
2.2

Dependen y Trees

We assume an in nite set Nodes of nodes and
de ne a labeled dire ted edge to be an element
of Nodes  Nodes  Roles. Thus, given a set
V  Nodes of nodes and a set E  V V  Roles
of labeled edges between these node, hV ; Ei is a
dire ted graph, in the lassi al sense, with labeled edges. We will restri t our attention to
nite graphs that are also trees.
Every node of a dependen y tree ontributes
a word to the senten e; the position where that
word is ontributed will be represented by a
mapping index from nodes to integers. Further,
every node must be assigned synta ti features
(e.g. ase, agreement : : : ), whi h will be realized by a mapping entry from nodes to lexi al
entries.
A dependen y tree T is then de ned as a 4tuple:

hV ; E ; index; entryi
where V is a nite set fw ; : : : ; wn g of nodes, E
1


is a nite set of labeled edges wi !
wj between
elements of V , and hV ; Ei is a tree as de ned
above.
index is a bije tion from V to [1: :n℄ assigning
to ea h node a linear position in the orresponding senten e, and entry : V 7! Lexi on assigns a
lexi al entry to ea h node in V .
Example. Figure 2 ontains a graphi al depi tion of a dependen y tree. The upper part
shows nodes represented as boxes onne ted by
labeled dire ted edges. The integer appearing in
ea h box is the position whi h index assigns to
the node. For ease of reading, the linearization
of the senten e is also provided and a dotted line
indi ates for ea h node the orresponding word
in the senten e. The lower part of the gure
displays for ea h node the lexi al entry whi h
entry assigns to it.
Figure 3 shows the dependen y tree for example senten e (1). In pla es where the value
assignment is fully un onstrained (i.e. all assignments are a eptable), we have used the standard \don't are" notation ` '.
Well-Formedness. A dependen y tree is
grammati ally admissible i onditions (2), (3)
and (4) below are satis ed. First, any omplement required by a node's valen y must be realized pre isely on e:

8wi 2 V ; 8 2 roles(entry(wi ))
9!wj 2 V ; wi ! wj 2 E

(2)

Se ond, if there is an edge emanating from wi ,
then it must be labeled either by a omplement
type in wi 's valen y or by a modi er type:

8wi ! wj 2 E
 2 roles(entry(wi )) [ Mods

(3)


Third, whenever there is an edge wi !
wj , then
the grammati al ondition  (wi ; wj ) for  2
Rules must be satis ed in T :

8wi ! wj 2 E
2.3

T

j= (wi ; wj )

Improving Lexi al E onomy

(4)

Typi ally, the same full form of a word may orrespond to several distin t agreements. In the
interest of a more ompa t representation, we
wish to ollapse together entries that di er only

in their agreement. We repla e attribute agr by
whose values are now sets of agreement tuples. Although of less frequent appli ability, we
do the same for ategories and repla e at by
ats.
Optional omplements are another sour e of
onsiderable redundan y in the lexi on. Instead of modeling the valen y with just one
set roles(e) of omplement types, we propose
to use instead a lower bound broles (e) and an
upper bound drolese(e), su h that broles (e) 
drolese(e). broles (e) represents the required
roles and drolese(e) the permissible roles. Optional roles are simply drolese(e) n broles (e).
We all the new, more ompa t representation a lexi on entry to distinguish it from a lexi al entry whi h remains as de ned earlier. A
lexi on entry is said to generate lexi al entries.
The lexi al entries generated by (5) below are
of the form (6) and orrespond to all solutions
of onstraint (7).

agrs

2 string
66 ats
64 agrs
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(5)

3
75

rR

(6)

(7)
This simple formulation illustrates how onstraints an be used to produ e ompa t representations of ertain forms of lexi al ambiguity.
Rlo

hi

3 Constraint Programming
The foundations of on urrent onstraint programming (CCP) are well do umented e.g.
in (Saraswat et al., 1991; Smolka, 1995) and
have been implemented in the programming
language Oz (Mozart Consortium, 1998).
Modern onstraint te hnology, as provided
by CHIP (Din bas et al., 1988), lp(FD)
(Codognet and Diaz, 1996), ECLiPSe (Aggoun
et al., 1995), ILOG Solver (ILOG, 1996), and
Oz (Mozart Consortium, 1998) has proven quite
su essful at solving pra ti al problems with
high ombinatorial omplexity, su h as s heduling and on guration, that were resisting traditional methods of operations resear h.
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Figure 3: Dependen y tree of demo senten e
The key to su ess, presented here, is to redu e parsing to a problem that onstraint programming (CP) is good at, namely on guration.
3.1

Basi

Notions

A CSP onsists of a nite olle tion of variables
(xi ) taking values in nite domains (Di ) and
a onstraint  on these variables. A solution
is an assignment  of values to these variables
su h that  is satis ed. In CP,  is omputed
in rementally as a sequen e of improving approximations: (xi ) is an approximation of the
assignment to xi and is typi ally spe i ed either
by listing the remaining values or by providing
upper and lower bounds. Initially the approximation of xi ontains all of Di . Solutions are

derived by a sear h pro ess onsisting of alternating propagation and distribution steps until
all variables are determined or a ontradi tion is
derived. A variable xi is said to be determined
when its approximation (xi ) has been redu ed
to a single value.
In CCP,  is alled the store and primitive onstraints are implemented by on urrent
agents that observe the store and orrespondingly improve the urrent approximations by deriving new basi onstraints a ording to their
de larative semanti s. Basi onstraints are e.g.
I = 5, I 6= 5, 5 2 S or 5 62 S .
Propagation. This is a pro ess of deterministi inferen e. It removes from every approximation (xi ) all values that an be inferred to

be in onsistent with . In pra ti e only a heap
lo al inferen e pro ess is applied su h as \ar
onsisten y."
Distribution. When
propagation
has
rea hed a xed point but not all variables
are determined, sear h be omes ne essary to
e.g. enumerate the possible assignments of a
non-determined variable x. Whi h variable
to pi k and how to enumerate the values is
expressed by a distribution (or labeling) strategy. For example the \ rst-fail" strategy pi ks
a variable that has fewest remaining possible
values in its domain; its intended e e t is to
keep the bran hing fa tor in the sear h tree as
small as possible.
3.2

Set Constraints

Modern onstraint te hnology not only supports
nite domain variables, denoting integers, but
also nite set variables, denoting nite sets of integers (Gervet, 1995; Muller and Muller, 1997).
One of our ontributions is to demonstrate the
elegan e, su in tness and eÆ ien y a ruing
from the use of sets and set onstraints.
A set variable S is approximated by a lower
bound bS and an upper bound dS e:

bS  S  dS e
These bounds an be tightened by onstraint
propagation. All the usual operations of set theory are supported as onstraints. In parti ular,
we often use S = S1 ℄ : : : ℄ Sn, where ℄ denotes disjoint union, to state that (Si ) forms a
partition of S .
Our formulation illustrates many appli ations
of sets. Of spe ial interest is the treatment of
atta hment ambiguity (or more generally of ambiguous graph onne tivity): we use set variables to represent sets of daughters for ea h
node in a tree.
3.3

Sele tion Constraint

An essential ontribution of this paper is a general te hnique for the ompa t representation
and e e tive treatment of ambiguity su h as lexi al ambiguity. Consider a variable X that may
be equated with one of n variables (Vi ). We represent the hoi e expli itly using a nite domain
variable I 2 f1: :ng and the sele tion onstraint :
X

= hV1 ; : : : ; Vn i[I ℄

(8)

The notation hV1 ; : : : ; Vn i[I ℄ was hosen to suggest sele tion of the I th element of sequen e
hV1 ; : : : ; Vni.
The idea is that the onstrained value of
X an be approximated from the set of variables that may still be sele ted by I from
hV1 ; : : : ; Vni. Conversely: the remaining domain of I must be restri ted to the positions
for whi h Vi is still ompatible with X .
This powerful idea was rst introdu ed in
CHIP (Din bas et al., 1988) for nite domain
(FD) variables under the name of `element' onstraint. We extend it here to nite set (FS)
variables.
The sele tion onstraint an be implemented
eÆ iently and we outline the intuition in the
ase where X and (Vi ) are set variables. We
write bX and dX e for the lower and upper approximations of X and dom(I ) for the approximation of I . Given the sele tion onstraint (8),
propagation maintains the following invariant:

\

bVj  bX  X  dX e 

j 2dom(I )

[

dVj e

j 2dom(I )

and applies the following rule of inferen e:

bVj 6 dX e _ bX 6 dVj e )

I

6= j

As a onsequen e of the above invariant, the
sele tion onstraint implements a form of onstru tive disjun tion (lifting of information
ommon to all remaining alternatives). The fa t
that the hoi e is made expli it by variable I
permits dependent sele tions. For example in
(9) the hoi e of whi h Vi to equate with X and
whi h Wi to equate with Y are mutually depend:
X = hV1 ; : : : ; Vn i[I ℄
(9)
Y = hW ; : : : ; W i[I ℄
1

n

These two onstraints an be viewed as realizing the following dependent (or named) disjun tions (Maxwell and Kaplan, 1989; Dorre and
Eisele, 1990; Gerdemann, 1991; GriÆth, 1990)
both labeled with name I :
(X = V1
(Y = W1

_:::_
_:::_

X = Vn )I
Y = Wn )I

Notational variations on dependent disjun tion
have been used to on isely express ovariant
assignment of values to di erent features in

feature stru tures. The sele tion onstraint
provides the same notational onvenien e and
de larative semanti s, but also gives it all the
omputational bene ts that a rue from stateof-the-art onstraint te hnology.
4 Constraint Model
In this se tion, we develop a onstraint model
for the formal framework of Se tion 2: we introdu e FD and FS variables to en ode the quantities and mappings it mentions, and formulate
onstraints on them that pre isely apture the
onditions the formal model stipulates. What
motivates this redu tion is the desire to take advantage of the powerful and very eÆ ient te hnologi al support for onstraint propagation on
nite domains and nite sets.
For our appli ation to parsing, we assume
that we are given an input senten e onsisting of
n words s1 s2 : : : sn . The solutions to the CSP
obtained as its onstraint model orrespond to
all admissible parse trees of the senten e.
Our approa h takes advantage of the following observations: (1) there are nitely many
edges labeled with Roles that an be drawn between n nodes,3 (2) for ea h word there are
nitely many lexi al entries. Thus the problem is to pi k a set of edges and, for ea h node,
to pi k a lexi al entry so that (a) the result is
a tree, (b) none of the grammati al onditions
are violated. Viewed in this light, dependen y
parsing redu es to a on guration problem.
4.1

Representation

we identify
a node with the integer representing its position in the senten e; thus index is simply the
identity fun tion. The lexi al entry assigned to
ea h node w is represented by its attributes. We
write at(w), agr(w), and roles(w) for the variables denoting their values.
Domains: ea h ategory in Cats is en oded
by a distin t integer. Similarly for ea h agreement tuple in Agrs4 and ea h role in Roles. Thus
every value is represented either by an integer
or a set of integers.
Daughter Sets: for ea h node w 2 V and
ea h role  2 Roles, we write (w) for the set

Nodes and Lexi al Attributes:

jV  V  Rolesj = n jRolesj
In German, there are 72 distin t agreement tuples:
4 ases  3 genders  3 persons  2 numbers
3

4

2

of immediate daughters of w whose dependen y

edge is labeled , i.e. (w) = fw j w !
w 2 Eg.
Thus, if there is no edge labeled  emanating
from w, (w) is the empty set. Sin e (w) is
a subset of V , i.e. a nite of set of integers in
the onstraint model, we represent it by a FS
variable.
Lexi on: we onsider the fun tion Lex from
words to sets of lexi on entries.
0

Lex

0

(s) = fe 2 Lexi on j string(e) = sg

Without loss of generality, we an assume that
Lex returns a sequen e rather than a set whi h
allows us to identify the lexi on entries of a
given word by position in this sequen e.
The lexi al entry assigned to w is generated
by one of its lexi on entries as des ribed in Se tion 2.3. We say that the latter is \sele ted" and
introdu e variable entryIndex(w) to denote its
position in the sequen e returned by Lex for w.
4.2

Lexi al Constraints

We now expli ate the assignment of lexi al attributes to a node w and demonstrate how lexi al ambiguity an be axiomatized by redu tion
to the sele tion onstraint.
Lexi al attribute assignment pro eeds in two
steps: (a) sele tion of a lexi on entry (b) generation of a lexi al entry from this lexi on entry as
des ribed in Se tion 2.3. Let us write E for the
lexi on entry sele ted for w and I for its position in the sequen e returned by Lex. They are
abstra tly de ned by the following equations:

he ; : : : ; en i =
1

I
E

=
=

(

(w))
(w)
he1 ; : : : ; en i[I ℄

Lex string

entryIndex

the lexi al attributes are obtained as solutions
of formula (7) whi h translates into the following onstraints:
(w) 2 ats(E )
(w) 2 agrs(E )
(E )  roles(w)  drolese(E )
at

broles

agr

For pra ti al reasons of implementation, the sele tion onstraint is only provided for nite domains and nite sets, but E and (ei ) are AVMs.
We over ome this diÆ ulty by pushing attribute

The subje t of a nite verb must be
either a noun or a pronoun, it must agree with
the verb in person and number, and must have
nominative ase. We write nom for the set of
agreement tuples with nominative ase:

a ess into the sele tion:
at(w ) 2 h ats(e1 ); : : : ; ats(en )i[I ℄
agr(w ) 2 hagrs(e1 ); : : : ; agrs(en )i[I ℄
hbroles (e1 ); : : : ; broles (en )i[I ℄  roles(w)
hdrolese(e1 ); : : : ; drolese(en )i[I ℄  roles(w)
4.3

Subje t.

(w ) 2 fn; prog
^ agr(w) = agr(w )
^ agr(w ) 2 nom
(10)
Adje tive. An adje tive may modify a noun
and must agree with it:
subje t

Valen y Constraints

Every daughter set (w) is a nite set of nodes
o urring in the tree:

8w 2 V 8 2 Roles (w)  V
A omplement daughter set (w) is of ardinality at most 1 (e.g. a verb has at most 1 subje t),
and it is non-empty i  appears in w's valen y.
We write j(w)j for (w)'s ardinality.

8 2 Comps
0  j(w)j  1
^ j(w)j = 1   2 roles(w)

Role Constraints

0

0

0

0

w0

2 (w) ) (w; w )
0

Modern onstraint te hnology has eÆ ient support for su h impli ative onditions.5 In parti ular, if onstraint propagation an show that
 (w; w ) is in onsistent in T , then w 62 (w)
is inferred whi h improves the approximation
of (w).
0

adj

or

In Oz, this is expressed by the onstru t:
w 2 (w) ^  (w; w ) [ ℄ w 62 (w) end
0

det

0

0

0

0

(w; w ) 
0

^
^

(w) = n
at(w ) = adj
agr(w ) = agr(w )
at

0

0

(11)

(w; w ) 
0

^
^

(w ) = det
agr(w ) = agr(w )
(12)
w = min(yield(w))
at

0

0

0

The yield of w is the set of nodes (in luding
w) rea hable from w by traversing downwards
any number of dependen y edges. We introdu e
variable yield(w) for this quantity and develop,
in Se tion 4.6, its onstraint-based axiomatization. Sin e yield(w) ontains w, it is a nonempty set of nodes i.e. integers (Se tion 4.1).
Thus it is meaningful to speak of its minimum
element, whi h we write min(yield(w)).6
4.5

Treeness Constraints

Our formal framework simply assumed the
\usual" de nition of treeness: (a) every node
has a unique mother ex ept for a distinguished
node, alled the root, whi h has none, (b) there
are no y les. We must now provide an expli it
axiomatization of this notion. For this purpose we introdu e variables daughters(w) and
mother(w ) for ea h node w .
The set of immediate daughters of w is simply
de ned as the union of its daughter sets:
(w) =

0

5

at

Determiner. The determiner of a noun must
agree with the noun and o ur left-most in its
yield:

For ea h role type  2 Roles our grammar spe i es a binary predi ate  expressing a grammati al ondition between mother and daughter. We assume that  (w; w ) is de ned by a
formula of a onstraint language that an be interpreted over dependen y trees. We will not
make this language expli it here, but detail below a few examples. These examples are intended to be illustrative rather than normative
and we extend for them no laim of linguisti
adequa y.
A ording to well-formedness ondition (4),

for every edge w !
w , grammati al ondition
 (w; w ) must hold. Therefore the tree must
satisfy the following ondition:

8w; w 2 V 8 2 Roles

0

0

A modi er daughter set has no ardinality restri tion (e.g. a noun an have any number of
adje tives).
4.4

(w; w ) 

daughters

[

2Roles

(w)

Oz supports onstraints of the form I = (S ) between a nite domain variable I and a nite set variable S .
6

min

We model the notion of `mother' of a node as
a set of ardinality at most 1. Thus, we an
a ount for both the presen e or absen e of a
mother. The latter ase is needed only for the
root of the dependen y tree.
mother

(w)  V 0  jmother(w)j  1

w is a mother of w0 i w0 is an immediate daughter of w:
w 2 mother(w0 )



w0

2 daughters(w)

Further, treeness requires the existen e of a
unique root. We therefore introdu e the new
variable root to denote the root of the dependen y tree. This is the only node without a
mother:

8w 2 V

root 2 V
w = root  jmother(w)j = 0

Ea h node must ll pre isely one role in the senten e; it must either be the root or an immediate daughter of another node:

V = frootg ℄

℄

(w)

w2V
 2 Roles

In order to guarantee well-formedness, we must
additionally enfor e a y li ity. We do this below in the axiomatization of yields.
4.6

Axiomatization of Yield

The notion of yield of a lexi al node, i.e. the
set of nodes rea hable through the transitive
losure of immediate dominan e edges ( omplements and modi ers), is essential for the expression of grammati al prin iples. In a generative
framework, the yield of a node annot be alulated until the full dependen y tree rooted at
this node has been onstru ted. In this se tion,
we exhibit a stati axiomatization of yields that
fully exposes the underspe i ation of a yield
to the inferen e me hanisms of onstraint propagation.
Weighted Set. as a preliminary, we introdu e the weighted set onstraint, between
boolean variable B and FS variables S 1; S 2:
S1

= B ? S2

whi h has the de larative semanti s:
B )
:B )

S1
S1

= S2
=;

Note that, if we make the lassi al identi ation
of false with 0 and true with 1, we an also
express it with the sele tion onstraint:
S1

= B ? S2



S1

= h;; S2 i[B + 1℄

The stri t yield yield!(w) is the set of nodes
stri tly below w in the dependen y tree. In
other words, it is formed by the disjoint union
of the yields of its immediate daughters:

℄

(w) =

yield!

(w )

yield

0

w0 2daughters (w)

But daughters(w) is not stati ally known; so,
instead, we reformulate the above as a union of
weighted sets:
℄ ...
yield!(w ) =
(w 2 daughters(w)) ? yield(w )
0

0

w0 2V

...
where w 2 daughters(w) is a \rei ed" onstraint: it denotes a boolean whi h is true i
w 2 daughters(w) is satis ed. To obtain the
yield of w, we simply add w to its stri t yield:
0

0

(w) = fwg ℄ yield!(w)

yield

(13)

Disjoint union in (13) enfor es the ondition
that w must not appear in its own stri t yield,
thus ruling out loops.
4.7

Word-order

onstraints

Although the treatment of word-order onstraints lies well beyond the s ope of this arti le, we give here an idea of how they may be
a ommodated. The te hnique exploits powerful onstraints on sets, su h as \sequentiality"
and \ onvexity" (no holes).
Consider that adje tives must be pla ed between the determiner (if any) and the noun,
and, for simpli ity of presentation, ignoring the
possibility of PPs, nothing else is allowed to
land between the determiner and the noun.
That onstraint an be expressed as follows:

^

(det(w); adj(w); fwg)
(det(w) [ adj(w) [ fwg)

Seq

Convex

where Seq(S1 ; : : : ; Sm ) is satis ed whenever for
all i < j , all elements of Si are stri tly smaller
than all elements of Sj , and Convex(S ) when S
is an interval (with no holes).
4.8

Creating and Solving the CSP

The CSP for a given senten e is de ned by the
variables introdu ed above and by the onjun tion of all onstraints presented in the pre eding se tions. It is important to noti e that all
quanti ation is of the form 8x 2 D (x) where
D is a nite stati ally known set of integers.
Su
V h formulae are expanded in the CSP into
(x).
x D
To solve the CSP, we need a \labeling" strategy. We have only experimented with the following obvious one: rst apply the default nave
labeling strategy on the olle tion of mother
sets fmother(w) j w 2 Vg, then apply rstfail to the olle tion of lexi on entry sele tors
fentryIndex(w) j w 2 Vg, and nally use again
the default nave labeling strategy on the olle tion of daughter sets f(w) j  2 Roles w 2 Vg.
2

5 Results
We developed several prototype parsers, for
both German and English, using the te hniques
des ribed in this paper. In addition to what
has been presented, we also support PPs (however, in the ase of ambiguous atta hments, we
expli itly enumerate all possibilities), relative
lauses, in nitive lauses, separable verb prexes in German (our te hniques are very e e tive in dealing with the ambiguity arising from
the multipli ity of possible verb pre xes for V2
senten es). We over the following phenomena: topi alization, fronting (in luding partial
fronting), extraposition (although not in its full
generality) and s rambling. However we are still
missing many important notions su h as oordination and nested extraposition elds, and our
pra ti al overage is still quite far from what
is possible in more mature grammati al frameworks.
We have experimented with both relatively
small hand- rafted lexi ons and one lexi on automati ally derived from an annotated orpus
(quite large,  18000 entries, but in pra ti e
disappointingly sparse). While moderate, our
overage nonetheless permits experimentation
with fairly intri ate senten es. Our experien e

so far has been quite positive: performan e is
good and s ales up well with senten e length
and number of readings, but a systemati evaluation remains to be done.
Sin e our framework does not assume any apriori word order, the hallenge is not to permit diÆ ult linearizations to a ount for su h
phenomena as fronting, extraposition, or s rambling, but rather to rule out those that are ungrammati al and to avoid over-generation. Our
most omplete parser relies on set onstraints to
express omplex prin iples of linear pre eden e,
and borrows ideas from the theory of topologi al elds as well as from Reape's (1994) word
order domains. While we have developed powerful te hniques to express omplex word-order
onstraints, we have not yet arrived at a satisfa tory formal a ount for them.
Our urrent resear h pro eeds along 4 lines:
(a) extend the grammati al overage, (b) develop a formal framework for word-order onstraints in the style of the present arti le, ( )
push beyond the limits of dependen y grammar
to a ount for e.g. \headless" onstru tions, (d)
integrate a onstraint-based treatment of semanti s (Egg et al., 1998) with our treatment
of syntax.
6 Con lusion
In this arti le, we ontributed a new presentation of dependen y grammar that follows modern linguisti pra ti e, and provided an axiomatization of synta ti well-formedness whose
e onomy and elegan e a rues primarily from
the expressivity of set and sele tion onstraints.
This axiomatization regards dependen y parsing as a on guration problem and expresses it
as a CSP.
Within the paradigm of on urrent onstraint
programming, our axiomatization also has a dire t omputational reading as a program. As
ould be observed in Figure 1, this program is
quite eÆ ient in two respe ts:

1. Constraint propagation is very e e tive at
pruning the sear h spa e. The example of
(Fig 1) makes pre isely on e hoi e to enumerate the two possible readings of the senten e. In (Fig 4), parsing of an 18 word
senten e with ambiguous PP atta hment
is demonstrated. Again, onstraint propagation is strong enough to permit optimal

Figure 4: Enumerating PP Atta hments
enumeration of all parses without any failure.
2. Absolute performan e is also quite satisfa tory, even without any sort of optimization: the two readings of (Fig 1) are enumerated in 190ms and the 9 readings of
(Fig 4) in 910ms. Our preliminary results
appear to be typi ally about 1 order of
magnitude faster than those reported by
Harper (Harper et al., 1999). We intend
to look into this more losely.
We des ribed an e e tive treatment of ambiguity resting on set and sele tion onstraints. In
parti ular we showed how sele tion onstraints
provided a CP a ount of dependent disjun tions with the added bene ts of onstru tive
disjun tion.
In losing, it is our hope that this paper will
help promote awareness of re ent advan es in
on urrent onstraint te hnology and of their
relevan e to omputational linguisti s, and that
the te hniques we des ribed will nd appli ations in other grammati al frameworks.
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